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Symposium on Impact-Based Forecast and Warning Services 

 
Exeter, Devon, United Kingdom 2- 4 December 2019 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The Symposium on Impact-Based Forecast and Warning Services was held in Exeter, United Kingdom at 
the Met Office Collaboration Space, United Kingdom from 2 to 4 December 2019.  
 
The Symposium was held as a result of the recognition by the 70th Session of the Executive Council (EC) 
of the increasing value and requirement for National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHSs) 
to adopt Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services (IBFWS) approaches globally.  These services  
support improved early action and response to severe weather and climate events.   
 
To support advancement of IBFWS, the  EC had decided that a Symposium on IBFWS be organized in 2019 
(Decision 12, EC-70).  Consequently, the Symposium was organized through the WMO Commission for 
Basic Systems Open Programme Area Group (CBS-OPAG) on Public Weather Services Delivery (PWSD) 
Programme, with the Service Delivery Division (SDD) of the Weather and Disaster Risk Reduction Services 
Department (SDD/WDS) taking lead in the organization.  The effort was coordinated in close collaboration 
between the Secretariat and the CBS-OPAG-PWSD Expert Teams through their Chairs, Mr Gerald Fleming, 
Chair Implementation Coordination Team (ICT), Dr William Lang, Chair, Expert Team on Services and 
Products Innovation and Improvement (ET/SPII) and Mr Elliott  Jacks, Chair, Expert Team on Impact-Based 
Forecast and Warning Services (ET/IMPACT).  
 
Aim: The aim of the Symposium was to provide a platform to enable implementers of IBFWS and users to 
share experiences and lessons learned, with a view to developing a roadmap for accelerating the 
successful implementation of IBFWS by Members.  
 
Objectives: The specific objectives were to :   
 

• understand the breadth of activities being delivered globally in the form of IBFWS; 
• understand the current IBFWS training approaches being used and lessons learnt; 
• understand user requirements for IBFWS;  
• understand the new approaches that are being developed by implementing organizations and the 

lessons learnt thereof; and 
• review and reflect on activities and progress with IBFWS since the publication of “WMO 

Guidelines on Multi-Hazard Impact-Based Forecast and Warning Services (WMO No.1150) and 
determine a way forward with regard to enhancing the publication. 

 
At the Opening Session, Mr Paul Davies, welcomed the participants on behalf of the UK Met Office, which 
hosted  the event.   Dr Tang Xu, Director WDS spoke on behalf of the World Meteorological Organization 
(WMO).  Annex 1 shows the full list of participants who attended the Symposium.  
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The Symposium was comprised of plenary sessions during which presentations and discussions were held 
and a series of .  discussion groups to address specific issues. Posters were also displayed in the meeting 
hall for participants  to consult during coffee breaks and  enabled follow up with the authors for 
clarification. The Symposium Programme which summarizes the content of the Symposium is appended 
as Annex 2. 
 
The WMO dedicated Symposium website which carries more information may be accessed by 
clicking 1here. 

 
  
2. The WMO Guidelines on Multi-Hazard Impact-Based Forecast and Warning Services (WMO No. 1150) 
 
(a) Summary of Outcomes 

Summary of Outcomes and Further Plans 
By  

Gerald Fleming, Eli Jacks and Will Lang 
  
 
The Symposium reviewed and reflected on activity and progress with IBFWS since the publication of the 
“WMO Guidelines on Multi-Hazard Impact-Based Forecast and Warning Services” (WMO No. 1150) in 
2015. In the past four years concepts cited within this publication have been utilised by many National 
Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHSs) and other organisations, and a body of experience has 
been built up on putting IBFWS into practice. 
 
The intention was for the Symposium to lead to an extension of WMO No. 1150, complementing the 
theory with the experience gained. The Symposium was conducted as a workshop, with the express aim 
of promoting strong engagement and gaining full advantage from the range of experience in the room. 
On the day following the conclusion of the Symposium, a joint meeting of the Expert Teams (ET/IMPACT 

                                                           
1 The WMO Symposium Website: https://public.wmo.int/en/events/meetings/symposium-impact-based-
forecast-and-warning-services-ibfws 

https://public.wmo.int/en/events/meetings/symposium-impact-based-forecast-and-warning-services-ibfws
https://public.wmo.int/en/events/meetings/symposium-impact-based-forecast-and-warning-services-ibfws
https://public.wmo.int/en/events/meetings/symposium-impact-based-forecast-and-warning-services-ibfws
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and ET/SPII) of the CBS-OPAG on Public Weather Service Delivery was held together with remaining 
members of the Implementation and Coordination Team of CBS OPAG-PWSD. 
 
The following decisions were taken: 
 

1. A second edition of the “WMO Guidelines on Multi-Hazard Impact-Based Forecast and Warning 
Services” would be prepared, incorporating the original publication but adding six chapters 
focused on the main themes that emerged from the Symposium. 
 

2. The style of the new chapters would follow that of the existing publication, with an emphasis on 
brevity and readability. 
 

3. The six-chapter headings agreed to at the meeting, which will be chapters 6 to 11 in the 2nd 
Edition, are summarised in the following phrases:  
 

a. Methodologies for acquiring and organising impact-information 
b. Risk Communication 
c. Coalitions of practice in IBFWS 
d. Training in IBFWS 
e. Validation of the IBFWS approach, to include Social Science perspective 
f. Communication as a key enabler of user engagement and IBFWS 

 
 

4. The meeting identified six teams, one per chapter, which would commence work on drawing up 
content and material. Where appropriate, the chapters should contain case studies to help 
illustrate appropriate (and perhaps inappropriate) practice. 
 

5. The teams were asked to initially identify the proposed content in brief or “bullet point” format. 
This proposed content to be developed by Jan 31st 2020. Team Leaders were appointed to drive 
this process.  

 
6. The chapter skeletons will be circulated to all the Symposium attendees for review and comment 

during the month of February 2020. In March and April, the teams will proceed to develop the 
full text of their respective chapters, following consideration of comments received. 
 

7. The meeting recognised that a number of other themes had been identified that might need to 
find a place in the 2nd Edition; these will be further considered. 
 

8. There was also a recognition that some material and content might best be treated through 
alternative methods of communication, such as videos, web-based simulation exercises etc. The 
drafting teams should make recommendations in this regard in deciding what content to include 
in their respective chapters 
 

9. The existing text will be reviewed and may be changed or updated to ensure alignment with later 
material, and perhaps to clarify certain points in the light of experience gained, but there is no 
intention to alter or develop it significantly. 
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10. The intention is to deliver a final text to the WMO editorial process by June 2020. The “ecosystem” 
around material prepared to further the use and understanding of IBFWS was illustrated 
diagrammatically as follows: 

 
Figure 1: Illustration of layout of materials for WMO No. 1150 2nd edition publication 

 
The ETs/ICT meeting recognised that many non-NMHS partners had contributed to the success of the 
Symposium, and that the further development of IBFWS should engage these partners and more. IBFWS 
has outgrown the meteorological community; WMO can act as a facilitator for the further development 
but the ownership of IBFWS is now spread through a much wider community. 

 
(b) Drafting Teams: 

The following drafting teams for the six (6) new chapters were identified as follows: 

Chapter 6 - Methodologies for acquiring and organising impact-information: Rochelle Campbell (WRN) 
(Leader/Convenor), Dan Beardsley (WRN), Nyree Pinder (UKMO), Linus Yeung (HKO) and Erin Coughlan de 
Perez (IFRC) 
 
Chapter 7 - Risk Communication: Will Lang (UKMO) (Leader/Convenor), Elizabeth Webster (SAWS), 
Catalina Jaime (IFRC), Carolina Cerrudo (Argentina), Brian Golding (HIWeather), Saskia Willemse 
(MeteoSwiss) 
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Chapter 8 – Coalitions of practice in IBFWS: Gerald Fleming (Leader/Convenor), Nyree Pinder (UKMO), 
David Rogers (WB), Andrew Kruczkiewicz (IFRC/IRI) 
 
Chapter 9 - Training in IBFWS: Jennifer Milton (MSC) (Leader/Convenor), Elizabeth Page (COMET), Ofa 
Fa’anunu (RA V), Evan Morgan (BOM), Juan Bazo (IFRC) 
 
Chapter 10 - Validation of the IBFWS approach, to include Social Science perspective: Chris Noble 
(MetService) (Leader/Convenor), Ming Mei Li (CMA), Celina Kattan (El Salvador), Jeff Lazo 
Adriaan Perrels (FMI), Clemens Gross (IFRC) 
 
Chapter 11 - Communication as a key enabler of user engagement and IBFWS:  Eli Jacks (NWS) 
Leader/Convenor, John Koch (NWS), Siobhán Ryan (Met Éireann), Helen Bye (UKMO), Fatima Sabai 
(Meteo Maroc) 
 
(c) Key Overall Symposium Themes 

Vision Statement: The Symposium urges WMO Members, working with partners and users, to develop and 
implement a Framework for the provision of expert Impact-Based Forecast and Warning Services (IBFWS) 
oriented towards the protection of life, livelihood and property, focused on those who are most vulnerable 
in society, and fashioned in a clear and actionable manner. The Framework should address the following 
themes: 
 

1. METHODOLOGY: Discover and apply methodologies for collecting, classifying and 
understanding and sharing exposure, vulnerability and impact information.  

 

2.   RISK COMMUNICATION: Use, share and promote appropriate practices for communicating 
risk, on-demand and in a reliable, comprehensible manner.  These practises may include the 
judicious use of colour, standardised protocols, GIS, provision of uncertainty information risk 
matrices, and other probabilistic presentations and techniques which support optimal 
decision-making. 

 

3. COALITION: Build coalitions to fully engage co-producers and users in support of IBFWS 
development; ensuring that “all the right people are in the room”, including social scientists. 

 

4. TRAINING: (SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE BASE) Ensure availability of training and education for 
forecasters, co-producers, users and meteorology students to best use IBFWS, including full 
and appropriate integration of community and traditional knowledge.  

 

5. VALUE OF IBFWS: Develop means to objectively validate the socio-economic benefits of 
IBFWS. Identify and collect case studies to demonstrate the value of IBFWS to governmental 
and other key decision makers.  
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6. ADVISORY EXPERTS: Focus on fostering excellence in communication as a fundamental 
enabler in promoting better dialogue and understanding of user needs, in particular through 
defining the role of Advisory Experts and providing guidance on the appropriate use of both 
traditional and internet-based media. 

 
Each of these key themes will form a new chapter in the 2nd Edition of the “WMO Guidelines on Multi-
Hazard Impact-Based Forecast and Warning Services”.  The timetable for developing the 2nd Edition was 
agreed to as follows: 

1. January 2020 – the chapter teams to gather bullet points of topics which they think should be 
covered in their respective chapters. Possible case studies should also be identified at this point. 

2. February 2020 – the chapter convenors to review the consolidated list of bullet points to ensure 
that there is no duplication and that allimportant topics have been covered. Proposals for case 
studies to be reviewed. 

3. March-April 2020 – the chapter teams to work on the substantive text of their respective 
chapters, with drafts to be delivered to WMO by Friday, May 1st. 

4. June 2020 – the chapter convenors to review the drafts and work on aligning the text and the 
writing styles. Also, at this stage the original five chapters should be reviewed to ensure that 
there is no inconsistency between this earlier material and the new chapters. 

5. July 2020 – revised draft passed back to the chapter teams for further review. 
6. End July 2020 – chapter convenors to come together to finalise the text (this may be via a face-

to-face meeting in WMO Geneva if this can be arranged). 
7. August 2020 – final text delivered to WMO so that their editors can take the work through to 

publication. 
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3. Perspective of Providers (NMHS and Academia)  
 

 
 
A representative from each participating NMHS and academic bodies were availed 10 minutes to present 
their perspectives on 2 slides. Slide 1 responded to the question: What is your approach to IBF now? Slide 
2: What are your plans for IBF in the future?  
 
The session succeeded in demonstrating the extent to which WMO Members had implemented IBFWS, 
their experiences, challenges and the great value they ascribed tothe new concept of IBFWS compared to 
the threshold-based warning approach, which was widely in use at the time. It emerged that the WMO 
publication No.1150 had been very useful in providing guidance for IBFWS implementation.  During the 
session, the participants exchanged information on the approaches that had worked well (and also not so 
well) in different countries with regard to the collaboration of NMHSs with the disaster management and 
other agencies in determining methodologies and protocols for issuing warnings. In some countries, 
where IBFWS was at an advanced state of implementation, there was effort in developing tools for the 
provision and management of partner impacts and other information that would result in accurate, 
consistent, timely and relevant impact-based support services. The Symposium appreciated the diversity 
of approaches and the important lessons to be learnt from the experiences of each implementer of 
IBFWS.  
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Below are links to the presentations provided during the session: 
 
Organization/Country Link to presentation 

 
COMET Impact-Based Forecast Warning Services: Provider Perspective - Elizabeth Page and 

Paul Kucera 
EUMETNET EUMETNET capabilities related to IBFWS - Dick Blaauboer 
Canada Canada's approach to Impact-Based Forecasting (IBF) - Russ White 
El Salvador IBF Warning Service El Salvador - Rochelle Campbell 
Australia  Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services: Provider Perspective - Evan Morgan 
UK Providers Perspective: The UK's National Severe Weather Warning Service - Will Lang 
Hong Kong, China Development of Global Heatwave Risk Alert - Hon Yin Yeung 
Tonga Starting IBFWS - Tonga 
Deltares, Netherlands Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services: Provider Perspective - Frederiek Sperna 

Weiland 
Barbados Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services - Provider Perspective - Shawn A. Boyce 
China Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services: Provider Perspective - Muhua Wang 
France How the French warning system evolves with impact based forecast - Sophie 

Martinoni-Lapierre 
SMN, Morocco Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services: Provider Perspective - Khalfi Driss 
SMN, Morocco Public Warnings Threshold - Morocco 
SMN, Morocco Weather Vigilance - Morocco 
New Zealand Towards Impact-based Severe Weather Warnings - Provider Perspective - Chris Noble 
Sri Lanka Department of Meteorology Sri Lanka: Towards Impact-based Forecasting - Anusha 

Warnasooriya 
Argentina Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services: Provider Perspective - Carolina Cerrudo 
Hong Kong, China IBFWS Development in Hong Kong: Global Heatwave Risk Alert & Potential 

Applications - Hon-yin Yeung 
NWS, USA Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services: Provider Perspective - Eli Jacks 
Tanzania Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services - Mariana Materu 
Brazil Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services: Provider Perspective - Marcia dos 

Santos Seabra 
SAWS, South Africa Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services: Provider Perspective - Elizabeth 

Webster 
Czech hydrometeorological 
Institute 

Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services: Provider Perspective - Pavel Borovicka 

  
Korea Meteorological 
Administration 

Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services: Provider Perspective - Korea 
Meteorological Administration 

 
 
4. Perspectives of Users 
 

Representatives from each user group gave some 10-minute, 2-slide presentation on the following 
questions: Slide 1: What do users like about IBFWS? and Slide 2: What will they need from WMO and 
other implementers in future? 

Users presented their experience with IBFWS. For example, the Public Health England (PHE), which exists 
to protect and improve the nation’s health and wellbeing, shared its “wish list” which was that warnings it 

https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/COMET_Symposium_Provider_Dec2019.pptx?iAY7dkr52vsD4_mXXeB7.6orsaeoo8GL
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/COMET_Symposium_Provider_Dec2019.pptx?iAY7dkr52vsD4_mXXeB7.6orsaeoo8GL
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/EUMETNET_input_IBFWS_FIN.pptx?2Gb6zd2B4NfGJBPdVCzicnXKhrCHeqUU
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/IBF_in_Canada.pptx?UHjVZ49DeE8NaUqiVTM92xe2hPHX0OrK
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/IBF_Warning_Services_El_Salvador_Rochelle_Cambell.pdf?u.GpEbmldMy9dtkHMRT4SCZyTrS7XW.n
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/IBFW_Symposium_Evan_Morgan.pdf?fhMhNl000eJ.fcp1rrTjMmf2dcFKiyNs
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/IBFWS_Providers_-_Met_Office_NSWWS_Will_Lang.pptx?GY5vgomy9f5geKBr_ULQtCZBxuR699CN
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/IBFWS_Symposium_poster_global_heatwave_alert_HKO.pdf?.MBy6g4I0vgoPJju6Ct_ShqsH_4keLgs
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/IMFWS_Tonga.pptx?YsmEDvFf1lpS0IW7BjDxEw2IGCr7ucSx
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Impact_based_forecasting_-_Deltares_-_Exeter_Dec_2019.pdf?X6df2bSeICdBJJjSbX7Iu.4PiGlHJOM5
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Impact_based_forecasting_-_Deltares_-_Exeter_Dec_2019.pdf?X6df2bSeICdBJJjSbX7Iu.4PiGlHJOM5
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Impact-Based_Forecast_and_Warning_Services_-_CIMH.pptx?Mziv.JLAXqqqr6l4d79t2HQ6JGJZlcmF
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Impact-Based_Forecast_and_Warning_Services_in_China_presentation.pptx?ouku_dOuPIvBlse.O54k34EeYnPoddor
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Meteo-France_IBFWS_2019.pdf?S5q4zj_HOLG1i8WGJhpYNF8MtCgVBRWk
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Meteo-France_IBFWS_2019.pdf?S5q4zj_HOLG1i8WGJhpYNF8MtCgVBRWk
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Morocco_SMN_Presentation.pptx?YuBejXgxcbV_2b6fJ54kyL2ygJA4amVN
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Thresholds_-_Morocco.pptx?qrOT.RAuHp4Jx_KkKnTZwjP8sFsP4GED
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/weather_vigilance_-_Morocco.pptx?5fev9U3qkkmaYa4tmAbsTaeTuGQ52lS4
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/NZ_MetService.pptx?6pI7zB4FFSXvPzUMi79GB.88CSjmhdlq
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/PresentationIBF_uk.pptx?peC2a76fIih.pkxopuCHJ7h0.EES.HTA
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/PresentationIBF_uk.pptx?peC2a76fIih.pkxopuCHJ7h0.EES.HTA
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Provider_ArgentinaV1.pptx?PrBr6hI0FQFetNuXBDPrZ_XQ7LABRvri
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Symposium_Provider_HKO_HYYeung_WMO_IBFWS_2019_rev1128.pdf?TgqONI3.MNJkmr4arjOnoCa1yYHLQ806
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Symposium_Provider_HKO_HYYeung_WMO_IBFWS_2019_rev1128.pdf?TgqONI3.MNJkmr4arjOnoCa1yYHLQ806
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Symposium_Provider_Slides_US_0.pptx?Xmk03zx12ddl81VEUInFfnMAXiegAdq4
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Tanzania_presentation.pptx?GosQpwtWNj3SIEC26qpCJbHj8WQoZcHB
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/WMO_IBF_provider_Brazil.pptx?otNeJ87MHSNwrIVAmWwG5Bu5lzSFFzTe
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/WMO_IBF_provider_Brazil.pptx?otNeJ87MHSNwrIVAmWwG5Bu5lzSFFzTe
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/WMO_Impact-Based_Forecast_and_Warning_Services_EWebster_South_Africa.pptx?otZ8CPEN_DImFDy7fHvBYr8LY1Hyzfll
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/WMO_Impact-Based_Forecast_and_Warning_Services_EWebster_South_Africa.pptx?otZ8CPEN_DImFDy7fHvBYr8LY1Hyzfll
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/WMO_Impact-Based_Forecast_and_Warning_Services_CHMI_Pavel_Borovicka.pptx?sYRjCVStCxwqg7DZ1OlFyjZBaJvGA7qr
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/WMO_Impact-Based_Forecast_and_Warning_Services_KMA.pptx?_dWjFomn0lUYXBH9oLk.F08IquvC8t6L
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/WMO_Impact-Based_Forecast_and_Warning_Services_KMA.pptx?_dWjFomn0lUYXBH9oLk.F08IquvC8t6L
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received be impact-based, spatially specific, have improved lead time and be accessible to both 
professionals and the public.  
 
The IFRC presented on the reason why there was a need for IBFWS for the Humanitarian sector and the 
steps that would lead up to the generation of impact-based forecasting intervention maps. 
 
The issue of aligning IBFWS to systems that already exist with users for ingesting and using warnings, and 
how such systems could best adapt to IBFWS emerged as an important issue.  
 
The Global Disaster Alert and Coordination System (GDACS) which deals with globally distributed users, indicated 
the challenge they experienced in making complex information that comprises uncertainty information in multi-
hazard approach because each hazard has its own uncertainty factors.  

 
Below are quick links to the presentations: 
 
 
Country/Organization Link to Presentation 

 
Public Health, England Health and severe weather alerts - wants and needs 
IFRC Why Impact-based forecasting in the Humanitarian Sector? - 

Meghan Bailey and Catalina Jaime 
Global Disaster Alert and Coordination 
System (GDACS) 

Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services: Provider Perspective - 
Chiara Proietti 

 

5. Funders Panel Discussion 
 

A funders panel of discussion was held in which the funders sought to respond to the following questions: 
How does IBFWS support funded weather and climate programmes – what do they like about it, where 
do they think the gaps are, and what are the challenges for implementation?; How does this approach fit 
with Global to National policy? 

The panellists included the Department for International Development of the World Bank (WB), World 
Food Programme (WFP), International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent (IFRC), Climate Risk and 
Early Warning Systems (CREWS) and Weather Ready Nations (WRN). 

The perspective of the World Bank (WB) / Global Fund for Disaster Risk Reduction (GFDRR) was that 
IBFWS and Ensemble Prediction Systems (EPS) are integral components of WB projects through the 
GFDRR Technical Assistance (TA). WB is assisting in the implementation of IBF pilot projects following 
guidance provided by WMO Guide No. 1150. It helps strengthen links between NMHSs and Disaster 
Management of a country. It has significant investment in developing vulnerability and risk data bases, 
mapping etc.  

The challenges in implementing the pilot projects include:  

https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/PHE_-_weather_alering_needs.pptx?EaiHNre_pGlX12F0FtEcqL.8SOx7f1bU
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Red_Cross_IbF_Symposium_Session8_Day2.pdf?rEbO.7W_9LzB.ogQ8EXTOw0WW5flfYue
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Red_Cross_IbF_Symposium_Session8_Day2.pdf?rEbO.7W_9LzB.ogQ8EXTOw0WW5flfYue
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/WMO_Impact-Based_Forecast_and_Warning_Services_GDACS.pptx?rlzzZPaIWHt0I4zkz8lHwx7.4dDTXFGc
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/WMO_Impact-Based_Forecast_and_Warning_Services_GDACS.pptx?rlzzZPaIWHt0I4zkz8lHwx7.4dDTXFGc
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• inconsistent interpretation of IBF;  
• institutional limitations as in lack of understanding at management level of NMHS;  
• difficulty in transitioning from bench forecasters to advisors as there are no tools for this and IBF 

is not built into the forecast process;  
• lack of sufficient staff in NMHSs;  
• poor or non-existent twinning arrangements;  
• lack of education and training of forecasters in EPS, which is a foundation of risk-based 

forecasting, but is not well understood or accessible or taught (it is rather an add-on item, not 
fundamental);  

• lack of integration between meteorology, hydrology and Disaster Management resulting in 
insufficient understanding of IBF principles and awareness of available data;  

• need for technical innovation in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and social and behavioural science, etc.   

WB is focusing on South Asia Hydromet Forum which is establishing a regional operational training and 
service support hub building on Severe Weather Forecasting Project (SWFP) as well as in the Caucasus 
region. It collaborates closely with the Weather Ready Nations (WRN). 

WRNs  provides IBF support to funded programs through forecaster training, developing agreements, 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) with Disaster Management Authorities and other partner 
programs. WRNs has also observed increased community awareness and the elevation of the status of 
NMHS that implement IBFWS, through reduced negative weather impacts. The gaps include insufficient 
public participation, insufficient focus on disaster managers and other partner agencies by NMHSs and 
lack of clear metrics. WRN sees the need to shorten the process of conversion to an IBF culture. WRN 
stated also that the role of the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) standard in IBF needs to be definied. 

UK Met Office supports international partnerships. It has experience in collaboration on IBF through the 
Asia Regional Resilience to a Changing Climate (ARRCC), Weather and Climate Science for Service 
Partnership Programme (WCSSP), Newton Fund and the Weather and Climate Information Services for 
Africa (WISER). It has adapted a people led approach in situational assessment, stakeholder engagement, 
knowledge transfer, monitoring, evaluation and learning, research partnerships and training and 
mentoring. 

 

Organization Link to Presentation 
Weather Ready Nations IBF Symposium - Funders Panel Discussion - Dan Beardsley  
World Bank/GFDRR Impact-based Forecasting - World Bank /GFDRR perspective 
Met Office, UK International partnerships - Impact-based Forecasting - Helen Bye 
CREWS   

https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/IBF_Symposium_Funders_Panel_Discussion_Dan_Beardsley_2.pptx?a36h_EcxNNhujMvdHzq4x61bhD4CCvms
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/IBF_symposium_World_Bank.pptx?tXAiThzl0ux7xybIGfee2NJJ24PoIGqD
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/WMO_Symposium_Dec_19_International_Partnerships_Helen_Bye.pptx?ptj7v.QRQsuRbi5D3ndsbCJGx3z9nb.h
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6. Breakout Groups Session 
 

 

The Symposium was split into five groups (labelled Red, Green, Orange, Yellow and Purple), each a mix of 
providers and users to discuss specific issues that had been identified during the previous sessions. The 
goal of these breakout groups  was for the groups to identify gaps in current IBFWS thinking and 
guidelines across a number of thematic areas as listed below, along with recommended solutions in terms 
of what obstacles would need to be overcome. The issues were: 

a) How well is the use of colour being used to convey uncertainty and/or severity; 
b) How best can we establish vulnerability and exposure databases; 
c) Do partners need uncertainty information rather than deterministic?; 
d) How can providers and users work together to advocate for the importance of establishing IBFWS 

to those who fund and otherwise support them? (As part of any recommended solution(s), the 
groups considered how we can best to measure and demonstrate the value of IBFWS; and 

e) How best can we identify and engage the full spectrum of IBFWS stakeholders needed to assure 
successful IBFWS creation and services? 

The discussions were very productive and  resulted in many recommendations. There was a general 
agreement of the usefulness and value colour coding warnings but there was recognition that there was 
still a need for training on how colour should ideally be applied\. It also emerged that the matrix for IBF 
and the impacts considered would be best adapted to fit the reality of each country. The need for 
creating real partnerships that would enable acceptance and development of IBF concept by NMHSs and 
stakeholders, sharing of vulnerability and exposure data, well defined ownership of processes and 
responsibilities by stakeholders, and building IBF business cases to ensure sufficient and continuous 
funding was emphasized.  
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A need was expressed for capacity building in IBFWS and development of training modules for both 
forecasters and stakeholders as an ongoing process;  Social science and meteorology should be brought 
closer together noting that the collaboration between different parties may require more social experts 
involved; The need to  include communication training in meteorology curricula; and the need to develop 
multi-disciplinary science projects including anthropologists, sociologists, hydrologists, geologists and 
meteorologists.  The results of the breakout groups are summarized in tables which can be viewed by 
clicking here.  

 

7. The role of WMO in IBFWS implementation 
 

There were several presentations addressing various areas of the role of WMO in the implementation of 
IBFWS and related matters.  

Ms. Miriam Andrioli presented the role of WMO in IBF, showing the various decisions of the Executive 
Council and of Congress. This included the decision by EC to include impact-based forecast and warning 
services in the curricula of WMO Regional Training Centres (RTCs) and to develop training materials. 
Similarly, the 18th Session of Congress (Cg 18 ) had called for the creation of a service-focused framework 
founded on the concepts articulated in the "WMO Strategy for Service Delivery and Its Implementation 
Plan" (WMO-No. 1129) and the "WMO Guidelines on Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services” 
(WMO-No. 1150).  

Mr Gerald Fleming presented a new WMO Standard for cataloguing hazards, approved by the 18th 
Congress (2019), that has great potential for application in IBF.  The cataloguing methodology is referred 
to as “WMO Cataloguing of Hazardous Events” (WMO-CHE). In the Standard, each event record is 
assigned a universally unique identifier (UUID) number, including key attributes of the event. Congress 
had also approved a standard living list defining typology of events that could have impact on society.  

The Symposium also discussed  aspects of the WMO Global Multi-Hazard Alert System (GMAS), which is a 
global platform for displaying warnings. Its purpose is to provide decision makers a resource of 
authoritative warnings and information related to high-impact weather, water, ocean and climate events. 

Mr Elliott Jacks introduced the WMO Guidelines on Multi-hazard Impact-based Forecast and Warning 
Services (WMO No. 1150), and  prepared the Symposium to consider how to develop the second edition 
of the Guidelines by expanding, clarifying and providing more specific guidance, leveraging new 
technologies and capabilities, defining those partners that needed to be “added to the room” and to 
better define our common cause – what’s missing?. 

https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/BreakoutGroup.pdf?B10MGoCQmI.xsKGEK11WmHpdRYR4GWot
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Links to the presentations made during the session are listed in the table below: 

Presentation on WMO 
WMO WDS/Service Delivery Division Role in IBFWS - Miriam Andrioli 
WMO cataloguing of hazardous events and the Global Multi-Hazard Alert System - Gerald Fleming 
WMO Global Multi-Hazard Alert System - Gerald Fleming 
WMO Guidelines on Multi-hazard Impact-based Forecast and Warning Services - Eli Jacks 
 
 

8. The Forecast-based Early Action Game 
 

The Symposium included a Forecast Based Early Action Game developed by Met Office (together with the 
Red Cross and Deltares). The game is an interactive IBF exercise.  Delegates take on different government 
agency roles in a community and discuss a Disaster Risk reduction scenario. The game helps delegates 
think about other government agencies viewpoints as they prepare to act.  (More information on the 
game is available here)  

The game  was very effective in: 

• Explaining forecast based early action in an interactive way;  
• Introducing the concepts of thresholds for action, triggers, no regrets action and uncertainty;  
• Illustrating that stakeholders from a range of sectors need to work together to build the 

resilience of a community and agree on priorities for early action;  
• Demonstrating that to support forecast based early action, NMHSs need to provide 

information on what the weather will do and not on what it will be (i.e. an ‘impact-based 
forecast’) 

 

9. Input from IBFWS Symposium participants – IFRC “Game” 
 

The Symposium included an exercise in which all participants provided what they considered important 
concepts / definitions relating to IBFWS on yellow "post-it" notes.  The notes were then passed around 
randomly to the participants who assigned scores according to how they perceived the importance of the 
points provided. This was another motivating moment in which the important task of lifting ideas from 
participants was achieved. Mr Gerald Fleming later transcribed all of the notes, and divided them into the 
six themes that had been identified for the chapter headings in the Second Edition of WMO No. 1150, as 
an important resource to be considered by its authors.   A table summarizing all the inputs as transcribed 
by Mr Fleming can be viewed by clicking here.  

 

 

https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/WMO_Service_Delivery_Division_Pres_Symposium_IBFWS_Miriam_Andrioli.pptx?Oqk6flX1awQX2uwtxlkBIlDgcXHjYFbV
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/Cataloguing_IBFWS_Symposium_Dec_2nd_2019_GFleming.pptx?nlckLZGOpjxQhxdIrDgjTDzH_MqFfMzf
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/IBFWS_briefing_on_GMAS_2nd_December_2019_GFleming.pptx?i85zrGeqj37TJDpqwmCuu66K7c6nFQnb
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/WMO_1150_-_Eli_Jacks.pptx?EUflrbApyE.KLQN1cJZQBd8hiP8xuDY6
https://understandrisk.org/wp-content/uploads/FBEA-Game-v5-1.pdf
https://ane4bf-datap1.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/wmocms/s3fs-public/event/related_docs/IFRC_Game_2.pdf?m7dP5NqsBasbCFsazhIC9t.6zs86kGvA
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10. Symposium Closure 
 

The Symposium closed on Wednesday 4 December 2019 at 17 hours.  
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16.  Du Duc Tien National Centre for hydro-meteorological 

forecasting, Viet Nam 

17.  Elizabeth May Webster South African Weather Service 
18.  Elizabeth Page UCAR/COMET 
19.  Elliot Jacks NOAA, Chair, CBS-OPAG/PWSD ET-IMPACT 
20.  Gerald Fleming Chair, CBS-OPAG/PWSD 
21.  Gjermund Haugen Met Norway 
22.  Haleh Kootval World Bank Group 
23.  Helen Bye Met Office, UK 
24.  Helene Correa Météo-France  
25.  Hyo Jin Han Impact based Forecast Team, Korea 

Meteorological Administration 

26.  Inhwa Ham Impact based Forecast Team, Korea 
Meteorological Administration 
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and Climate Change Canada (ECCC)  
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MeteoSwiss 
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Annex 2 

Symposium on Impact-Based Forecast and Warning Services 
Exeter, Devon, United Kingdom, 2- 4 December 2019 

 

 
 Monday 2nd December Tuesday 3rd of December Wednesday 4th of December 

AM 
LEARNINGS IDENTIFY FUTURE  

0900 
- 
0930 

Session 1: Introduction  
• WMO: AIMS of 

IBFWS Symposium 
• Agenda outline for 

the day 
• Housekeeping 

Session 7: Quick review of 
Day 1 
 

Session 13: Quick review of Day 2 
 

0930 
- 
1200 

Session 2: Providers (NMHS 
and Academia) Perspective 
A representative from each 
providers NMHS and 
academic body present to give 
a 10 minute presentation,  
2 slides only to respond to 
the following questions. 
Participants are also 
welcome to create a poster 
to showcase expertise to 
participants in the breaks 
(see Annexe 1 for poster 
format and Symposium 
website for slides template 
and example) 
i) Slide 1: What is your 

approach to IBF now? 
ii) Slide 2: What are your 

plans for IBF in the future? 

Session 8: User 
Perspective 
5 mins presentations - 
Users resent 
Representatives from each 
user group to give 10 
minute,  2 slides 
presentation on the 
following questions. Users 
are also welcome to 
create a poster to 
showcase user 
requirements during the 
breaks (see Annexe 1 for 
poster format and 
Symposium website for 
slides template and 
example) 
i) Slide 1: What do they 

like about IBFWS? 
ii) Slide 2: What do they 

need from WMO and 
Implementers in 
future? 

Session 14: Funders Panel 
Discussion 
Questions: 

i) How does IBFWS 
support funded 
weather and climate 
programmes – what do 
they like about it and 
where do they think 
the gaps 
are/challenges for 
implementation. 

ii) How does this 
approach fit with 
Global to National 
policy (ie: REAP, GCA, 
Hydromet Alliance etc.) 

iii) Q&A - all 
Moderated by: IBFWS TT team 
member  
Panellists: DFID, WB, WFP, IFRC, 
USAID CREWS:  
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1200-
1300 

Session 3: Plenary Discussion 
What would we like to learn 
more about? 
Two rapporteurs from 
morning session (from WMO 
ETs) to reflect back its key 
themes and facilitate further 
discussion. To include further 
exploration of issues raised in 
Posters.   

Session 9: Breakout 
Groups  
Split into ~5 groups, each 
a mix of providers and 
users to discuss the issues 
identified in Sessions 6 and 
8., and to identify gaps in 
current IBFWS thinking 
and guidelines.   

Session 14: Next Steps through 
WMO 

Gerald Fleming, Ian Lisk and Miriam 
Andrioli to outline process for taking 
the recommendations of the 
Symposium forward through WMO.  

General discussion about how 
WMO Guidelines can support IBFWS 
implementation at global and 
national levels.    
 

1300 
1400  

LUNCH 
 

LUNCH LUNCH 

PM 
LEARNINGS IDENTIFY FUTURE  

1400 
- 
1500 

Session 4: Elephants in the 
Room: 
Discussion on related 
challenges and opportunities, 
including technical issues 
such as CAP and data.  

Q&A – moderated by WMO 
ET/SPII participants 

Session 10: Plenary 
Discussion  
ET rapporteurs reflect back 
on morning session and 
facilitate further 
discussion, including 
identification of key issues. 

Session 15: Working together 
Flexible session to consider other 
issues raised during the 
Symposium, probably to be 
conducted in breakout groups.   

1500 
- 
1630 

Session 5:  Forecast Based 
Early Action  
A neutral gaming approach 
to break all into groups, ask 
participants to ‘think outside 
their world’ and embrace a 
new role (ie: NMHS needs to 
take on the role of a health 
officer etc.) to gain a new 
perspective of use of IBF to 
support early action 
protocols/planning.  
Facilitated by Nyree Pinder 

Session 11: Prioritisation  

An activity which helps 
IBFWS prioritise key gaps 
to be addressed. 
Facilitated by Nyree 
Pinder 
Captured by ET team 
members 

Session 16:  Summary and End of 
Meeting. (by 1600)  
 

1630 
- 
1700 

Session 6:  Wrapping up the 
Day  
Summary of day and 
identification of items for 
discussion in breakout groups 
on Tuesday  

Session 12: Wrapping up 
the Day  
 

Session 16: Wrap up 
IBFWS Task Team present summary 
and next steps 
Thanks to all… 
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1800 - 
2100 

Possible Dinner – tbc 
Homework: please continue 
to think about learnings and 
gaps, discuss with colleagues 
or think & share on Day 2 
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